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Background to This Report
Building on RAI’s industry ‘Excellence’ agenda from 2013, this year’s
RAI-TCS knowledge initiative on Retail Operations Benchmarking and
Excellence Survey (ROBES) focuses on the state of multichannel retail in India.
Consumers have increasingly taken to e-commerce, and retailers in India
have responded by gearing up to run this emerging business model in
tandem with their physical stores. RAI and TCS have looked at
developments in this area to gauge the maturity of current practices and to
identify best-in-class KPIs and processes. They indicate the milestones a
company must achieve in the transformative journey towards becoming a
truly integrated multichannel retailer.
The report considers more than 40 Indian retail brands across four
segments. It highlights the current state of affairs, the best practices to be
pursued, and the improvement opportunities available to retailers. It aims
to serve as a guiding light for retailers developing an ‘E-merging’ retail
model for the future.
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The Importance of Multichannel Retailing

Growth of Indian E-Commerce and Mobile Commerce

Growth of E-Commerce

Market Potential
Total Retail
($ Bn)

Organized Retail
($ Bn)

E-tailing
($ Bn)

2012

500

27

1.3

2020

1330

150

32

The number of internet users in India is expected to rise from 139 million
in December 2012 to 243 million by June 2014. This is primarily due to
increased access to mobile internet on the 185 million smart phones in the
country. Riding on the increased access to 3G and 4G mobile internet
services over the next five years, m-commerce is expected to account for
20 percent share of the country’s e-commerce market. Online retailers are
now catering to consumers in more than 3,000 pin codes, while even the
largest retail store chain currently covers only around 100 locations in
India. One of the biggest growth opportunities of the near future is the
scalability that comes from an integrated multichannel platform.
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Source:
1 - TCS Research,
2 - Economic Times
3 - LiveMint

According to Industry estimates, close to US$ 1.5 Bn has been raised by ecommerce retailers till date. Leading e-tailers say that e-commerce
operations is a cash hungry business which requires continued
investments before they break even. Initially, the proposition was low cost,
click based convenience and free deliveries and resulted in many small
time e-tailers folding up. However, the industry has responded favorably
to market place models, realizing the potential reach it can provide in Tier
2 & 3 cities where modern retail penetration is still low.
The next disruption is just around the corner if FDI in e-commerce is
allowed. Established global players shall bring their global partnership and
synergies to this market. This will be an easier route for the single brand
retailers to test the market. Indian retailers must have a clear proposition
in place which complements their brand experience and focuses on their
loyal customers.

The Advent of Multichannel Retailing in India

Action Points

About 60 percent of retailers surveyed claim that their e-commerce
channel has seen healthy growth of more than 15 percent in the current
fiscal year. This has far overshadowed store growth. More than 70 percent
of respondents said their online business reports directly to the CEO or
COO of the organization while 80 percent of the retailers surveyed have
common buying, merchandising, and marketing teams.

The first step in moving towards such a model involves evaluating your
organization’s multichannel retail maturity using the ROBES State of
Multichannel Retail report. It is important to recognize opportunities for
business model transformation as well as identify gaps in Indian and
global benchmarks.

However, there are more challenges and opportunities for improvement
staring us in the face:


Pursue uniform pricing (only 38 percent retailers do this)



Establish one calendar for multichannel activities (only 17 percent of
retailers have a unified annual calendar)



Develop a single view of customer orders (only 32 percent retailers have
this)



Incentivize cross-channel collaboration at stores (only two out of 10
retailers offer this)



Offer consistent customer experience across all channels (only 17
percent of retailers have a unified Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) program)

The next step involves identifying strategic imperatives as well as issues
that can be fixed relatively easily. Retailers also need to identify initiatives
that can help shape an integrated multichannel retail model for their
organizations.

We hope that ROBES 2014 will encourage the journey towards an
E-merging retail model.
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Scope of This Study

The first-ever comprehensive multichannel retail benchmarking study covers the following parameters:

Customer
Experience
Financial
management

Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs)

Strategic Focus
Areas

Marketing

Process Maturity

Operations

Technology

Organization

1

7

2

3

The objective of our study was to understand brick-and-mortar retailers’
preparedness in the multichannel space. We have taken a threedimensional view of retail to answer three key questions for the Indian
retailer:


What are the industry benchmarks?



What should the best practices be?



In what strategic direction is the industry moving?

The three dimensions we used to paint the retail panorama are – Strategic
Direction, Process Maturity, and Key Performance Indicators (KPI). We have
used these three dimensions to get a comprehensive view of a retailer’s
operations and identify industry benchmarks.
The survey covered the following specific areas:


The five KPIs: Operations, Customer Experience, Marketing, Technology,
and Financial



The six process maturity areas: Organization, Operations, Customer
Experience, Marketing, Technology, and Financial



Strategic focus areas for FY 2014-15
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The surveyed organizations represent a cross-section of the retail industry
in India and are varied in size, growth potential, and years in business. They
characterize the current and future Indian retail landscape.
The research sample included senior management (CEOs, MDs), COOs or
heads of operations, and directors. A total of 37 participants with 44 retail
brands between them provided over 1,200 data points across six
functional areas: Organization, Operations, Customer Experience,
Marketing, Technology, and Finance.
The survey was conducted across four broad retail segments – Fashion
(apparel, footwear, and accessories), CDIT (consumer durables and IT),
Department Stores, and Other Retailers (pharmacy, books, music and gifts,
and food and grocery). Fashion was the largest segment at 46 percent of
the sample. The survey also included interviews with e-tailers across the
Fashion, CDIT, and Food segments to capture their views and some of their
best practices.
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Methodology Used for This Study

Data for the Retail Operations Benchmarking and Excellence Study was
gathered through a survey designed and conducted by TCS’ Global
Consulting Practice – Retail team in collaboration with RAI. This survey is
based on TCS’ framework for operations’ benchmarking. We have used a
three-dimensional model, covering key performance indicators, process
maturity parameters, and strategic focus areas.
Process maturity was defined on a scale of 1 to 4, with 1 being the least
evolved and 4 being the highest level of maturity or ‘Gold Standard’. Based
on their overall performance, survey respondents were categorized as
laggards (below average), at par, or leaders (above average).
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The survey was conducted by TCS’ retail consultants through personal
interviews with retail CXOs, most of whom are members of the RAI.
Data was also collected based on retail segments. Vertical segmentation in
the study provided a cross-sectional view of the retail landscape. The
research sample included respondents exclusively from retail industries.
All company-specific data remains strictly confidential and only industry
aggregates are discussed in this report. The numbers and percentages
quoted in the report have been rounded off to the nearest integer.

TCS’ Process Maturity Framework was used to:
Define process maturity from Level 1 (Low Maturity) to Level 4 (High
Maturity)



Allocate scores to each level of maturity, which ranged from 25 to
100 percent



One-to-one, in-depth interactions with CXOs captured data and
insights.



1,200 data points were gathered across six process areas.

TCS Process Maturity Framework
100%
Level 4

Unified Customer
Marketing &
Relationship Program

75%

res



Sco



Level 3

Overlapping
programs
(common promotions)

50%
Level 2

Channel-specific
programs

25%
Level 1

Store-based
CRM program

Example:
Customer Experience
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Executive Summary

Key Takeaways


Brick-and-mortar retailers have begun their multichannel journey in
earnest. For most, non-store revenue is currently less than 3 percent.
This is indicative of a high potential for growth.



The primary objective for multichannel initiatives is geographical
expansion (21 percent of respondents) and revenue enhancement (18
percent), which is likely to be driven by the online marketplace as a
growth channel. However, with an eye on improving customer
experience (21 percent), retailers have a strong focus on their own ecommerce website.
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With ‘showrooming’ affecting segments such as CDIT and mobile
phones (who were early adopters of multichannel) and faced with
customers who straddle shopping channels with ease, most retailers
are making concerted efforts to re-invent themselves. They plan on
doing this by understanding the non-store customer, offering a
seamless experience, and revamping delivery and payment
mechanisms.
Buoyed by growth rates of more than 15 percent, large retailers are
leveraging non-store channels to reach tier-2 and tier-3 cities and
farther flung areas where they do not have a brick-and-mortar
presence.



Smaller players view this as an opportunity to compete on a more level
playing field with chain stores: the non-store channel has led to a
democratization of brands.



Large players will have to be equally nimble when dealing with an
increasingly demanding and educated customer who is a first adopter
of any new technology.



Retailers are increasingly looking to create specialized structures to
cater to non-store channels. However, intra-organizational
collaboration remains a big challenge. Collaboration between store and
non-store channels is also a key challenge – some retailers (21 percent)
are taking steps to incentivize cross-channel collaboration.



Operational hurdles remain. Most retailers are still finding their feet in
terms of managing their assortment, order management, inventory,
delivery, and payment systems. It is encouraging to see CEOs and COOs
leading multichannel initiatives in 70 percent of the retailers who were
surveyed.



The Fashion and CDIT segments have been highly receptive to the
online marketplace. There is a lot of commoditization and brand clutter
in this space. Any kind of differentiation is yet to evolve.



Physical stores continue to enjoy higher loyalty from customers as
compared with non-store channels. A key reason for this is the lack of a
unified CRM program across channels.



Non-store channels have demonstrated around 30 percent higher
returns compared with physical stores.

Industry Maturity






Overall Process Maturity-Cross Segment
Marketing

Overall industry maturity is low, with all the six processes covered
scoring 75 percent or less.
Although customer experience is a key focus area for retailers, there is
much work to be done. Customer analytics emerges as a key
investment area for retailers in FY 2014-15.

100%
80%
57%
60%

Financial
63%

Retailers are evolving their organization structures to incorporate a
multichannel approach.



The industry still faces technological challenges with respect to
customer, product, and inventory information across channels.



Multichannel operations, especially ones with an assortment approach,
have scope for improvement in terms of integrated order fulfillment
and delivery.

40%

Operations
53%

20%
0%
50%
75%

Technology

Customer
Experience
70%

Organization
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Overall Multichannel Process Maturity Is Low
s
ces
Pro

Customer Experience

Operations

Marketing

Leaders

Leaders
43%

Leaders
40%

57%
Industry benchmark

33%
53%

Industry benchmark

37%
Laggards

Scope to share best practice:

75%
30%
Laggards
Medium

Technology

Financial

Leaders

Leaders
57%

Leaders
17%

70%

33%
63%

Industry benchmark

40%
Laggards

Scope to share best practice:

High

50%
20%

Industry benchmark

Laggards
Medium

All core processes score 75 percent or less on process maturity metrics.
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57%
Laggards

High

High

Organization

Industry benchmark

Industry benchmark

40%
Laggards

High

Aligning Technology with Policy Can Create Value
s
ces
Pro

Marketing

Operations

Customer Experience

What needs to be done:
P • Cross-channel unified view of
customer and order data
P • Cross-channel unified
marketing and promotion
calendar
P • Sharing of customer data

What needs to be done:
P • Continuous, cross-channel
assortment planning
T • Cross-channel order fulfillment
T • ‘Single view’ of inventory crosschannel
P • Multiple options for order pickup and delivery

What needs to be done:
T • Unified CRM program across all
channels
P • Multiple return options to
customer for non-store
purchases
T • Single cross-channel view of
customer

P Policy change, internal, controllable

Organization
What needs to be done:
P • Intense oversight by CEO/COO
P • Reporting for collaboration

T Technology

Technology

Financial
What needs to be done:
P • Channel-optimized annual
operating plans
P • Unified P&L across channels for
combined decision making

What needs to be done:
T • Integrated cross-channel
technology platform
T • Real-time, cross-channel update
of data, promos and pricing
P • Align technology plan to
business goals

While overall process maturity of multichannel retail is low,
a combination of policy changes and technology can create value.
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Industry Level – Select KPIs
Contribution of revenue from
non-store channels

What is the conversion rate in non-store
channels on an annual basis?

Less than 1%

43%

<10%

84%

1% to 3%

21%

10% to 20%

3% to 5%

7%

20% to 30%

5% to 10%

21%

>10%

7%

What is your average transaction
value (ATV) in the channels that you
operate (in Rs.)?

What is the sales growth of the non-store
channels (e-commerce)?
0 to 5%

8%

8%

5% to 10%

8%

0%

10% to 15%

0%

30% to 40%

0%

15% to 20%

28%

>40%

8%

>20%

56%

What is the proportion of
repeat/loyalty customers for
non-store channels (e-commerce)?

What is the percentage of
customer returns for your
non-store channels(e-commerce)?

Store

5737

<30%

58%

E-Commerce Website

6371

30% to 40%

11%

3% to 5%

9%

Marketplace

3967

40% to 50%

32%

5% to 10%

13%

Mobile Channel

4300

50% to 60%

0%

10% to 15%

9%

>60%

0%

>15%

4%

ATV is an industry average. Other responses are % respondents.
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0 to 3%

65%

Retailers’ Strategic Focus Areas for FY 2014-15

Primary Objective of Multichannel Strategy in FY 2014-15

Prime Objective of Multi-Channel Strategy for FY 2015 % respondents
25%
20%

21%

21%

18%

17%
13%

15%
10%

10%

Customer
retention/loyality

Improvement in
customer experience

Profitability

Inventory
optimization by
moving
assortment

Geographical
expansion through
multiple channels

0%

Revenue
Enhancement

5%

Improvement in customer experience, geographical expansion, and
revenue enhancement feature high on retailers’ multichannel strategy for FY 2014-15.
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Assortment and Pricing Strategy

Assortment & Pricing Strategy in Non-store Channels
% respondents
Complete brick & mortar
assortment with same pricing

21%

3%

38%

31%

Complete brick & mortar
assortment with markdown

"Rampant discounting is turning
customers into deal seekers.
There could be a whiplash effect
due to continued discounting.
Retailers need to move up and
deliver better value to the
consumer."
Mohit Kampani,
CEO, Spencer’s Retail

Extended assortment in nonstore channels with markdown
Web exclusives

7%

Uniform pricing across all
channels

38 percent retailers have adopted a uniform pricing strategy across channels.
31 percent have adopted an extended assortment with markdowns.
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Prioritization of Non-Store Channels for FY 2014-15
Which non-store channel is going to be the focus in FY 2015
% respondents
35%

E-Commerce Website
(Online) Catalog

2%
16%

Social media
Online marketplace

15%
9%

Kiosk/Tablet
Mobile App/Store

11%
0%

Contact centre direct
Distributors/Franchisees
Virtual stores
TV - Digital/Interactive

11%
1%
0%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

Websites are retailers’ top priority for non-storechannel investments in FY 2014-15.
This is followed by social media.
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40%

Investments in Technology
Technology investments planned for multi-channel initiatives in FY 2015
% respondents
Others

2%

Sales systems - POS,
E-commerce, Payment
Customer marketing
Transportation/Goods movement

19%
16%
3%

(Purchase) Order management systems

14%

Inventory single view/management

13%

Content management & PIM

13%

Customer single view/analytics
0%

22%
5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

PIM: Product Information Management

Customer analytics and payment systems top the agenda
for technology investments in multichannel.
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Detailed Survey Findings (Process and KPI Benchmarks)
Fashion

Fashion – Overall Maturity
Fashion Retailers Process Maturity
Marketing
100%
80%
57%

Operations

60%

Financial
63%

40%

53%

20%
0%

75%

50%

Technology
60%

Organization
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Customer
Experience

Fashion – Leaders and Laggards


There is plenty of scope for sharing best practices across functions and
processes.



Customer experience is an area where there are a majority of laggards.
Fashion Segment
Leaders

Laggards

At Par

Marketing

47%

33%

20%

Operations

40%

33%

27%

Customer Experience

27%

60%

13%

Organization

53%

40%

7%

Technology

27%

40%

33%

Financial Management

20%

20%

60%
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Fashion – Strategic Focus for FY 2014-15
Prime objective of Multichannel strategy (FY2014-15)
(% of Fashion retailers for whom this item is a top priority)

24%
20%
18%
18%
11%
9%
Profitability

29

Inventory
Optimization

Geographical
Expansion

Revenue
Enhancement

Customer
Loyalty

Improve Customer
Experience

Fashion – Strategic Focus for FY 2014-15
Pricing Strategy-Fashion
% respondents
Complete brick & mortar
assortment with same pricing
Complete brick & mortar
assortment with markdown

Non-store channel focus-Fashion
% respondents
E-Commerce Website

27%

35%

(Online) Catalog

5%

Social media

0%

20%

Online marketplace

Extended assortment in digital
channels with markdown

13%

Kiosk/Tablet

13%

3%

Mobile App/Store

Web exclusives

13%

47%
10%

20%

0%

Distributors/Franchisees

Uniform pricing across
all channels
0%

13%

Contact centre direct

30%

40%

50%

10%

Virtual stores

3%

0%

TV - Digital/Interactive
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

E-commerce websites are the focus area for fashion retailers.
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Fashion – Select KPIs
Contribution of revenue from
non-store channels

What is the conversion rate in non-store
channels on an annual basis?

Less than 1%

36%

<10%

82%

1% to 3%

36%

10% to 20%

3% to 5%

7%

20% to 30%

5% to 10%

14%

>10%

7%

What is your average transaction
value (ATV) in the channels that you
operate (in Rs.)?

What is the sales growth of the non-store
channels (e-commerce)?
0% to 5%

8%

9%

5% to 10%

8%

0%

10% to 15%

0%

30% to 40%

0%

15% to 20%

17%

>40%

9%

>20%

67%

What is the proportion of
repeat/loyalty customers for
non-store channels (e-commerce)?

Store

7666

<30%

29%

E-Commerce Website

9350

30% to 40%

Marketplace

2250

40% to 50%

Mobile Channel

3000

What is the percentage of
customer returns for your
non-store channels (e-commerce)?
0% to 3%

40%

14%

3% to 5%

10%

57%

5% to 10%

20%

50% to 60%

0%

10% to 15%

20%

>60%

0%

>15%

10%

ATV is an industry average. Other responses are % respondents.
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Fashion – Organization
In more than 70 percent of retail organizations surveyed, the CEO or the
COO drives the multichannel initiatives. This indicates its strategic
significance.
Most retailers operate their channels in silos that often compete with each
other. It is essential that retailers establish structures that foster
collaboration across these channels. Retailers must address the challenges
of getting teams to work together. They will also need to recruit for new
positions in the multichannel organization.

Sponsor of multichannel in the organization - Fashion
% respondents
High Maturity
43%

CEO of the business
29%

COO of the business
Merchandising head

7%

Marketing head

7%

IT head

14%

Low Maturity

Effective cross team collaboration is necessary to foster accelerated growth.
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Fashion – Organization
Only 32 percent of retailers surveyed have common marketing and
merchandising teams. While in some instances having separate
merchandising and marketing teams can be advantageous, it is important
to have a common understanding between those teams.
The role of multichannel marketing is to drive customers to a specific
channel. Common merchandising teams need to take feedback from each
channel to improve offerings and take advantage of greater buying power.

Organization composition - Fashion
% respondents
High Maturity
Common marketing team

32%

Common buying &
merchandising team

32%

A dedicated marketing team
for each channel?
A dedicated buying &
merchandising
team for each channel?
Low Maturity

33

12%

24%

Fashion – Organization
Only 21 percent of retail organizations currently incentivize cross-channel
collaboration. Footwear retailers have the best processes to enable this.
Most of them fulfill orders at the store level and reward their employees
based on sales.
Existing incentive schemes and performance reporting are built for single
channels. These need to be spread to all the channels utilized to achieve
buy-in and reinforce the multichannel approach.

Cross-Channel Incentives – Fashion
% respondents

Yes
21%

It is important to motivate the store employees to play their part in the
multichannel organization especially as the store can be a critical link in
the supply chain (delivery to customer and customer returns).

No
79%
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Fashion – Organization
Only 14 percent of retailers have the same product and customer
information across channels. Others currently have plans to get there.

"Discounting doesn't work in the long run for your online channels. It
is therefore important that cross-channel cooperation is built within
the physical store ecosystem to support your online initiatives."
JJ Desai,
CFO, Metro Shoes

Do employees possess the same product and
customer information across all channels?-Fashion
% respondents
High Maturity
Yes, the same information
is available in some but
not all channels

14%

Plan to have coordinated
informationacross channels

No, we have no plans
to coordinate information
across channels

71%

14%

Low Maturity

Retailers in this segment are not affected by showrooming.
Yet, this segment shows the right intent to build a true multichannel organization.
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Fashion – Operations
Twenty-one percent have completely integrated assortment planning
across several channels. Assortment decisions are important with respect
to brand strategy. Integrated assortment planning serves retailers better
by placing the right product in the right channel.

Assortment Planning - Fashion
% respondents
High Maturity

"Accessory/complementary products should definitely be sold online
and must have sufficient availability."
Naveen Pishe,
MD, PN Rao Suits

Integrated continuous
assortment planning

21%

Overlapping assortment plans

29%

Channel-wise assortment plan

Single channel assortment plan

36%

14%

Low Maturity

Fashion retailers surveyed offer 50 percent of their store assortment on their non-store channels.
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Fashion – Operations
Twenty-one percent of the retailers surveyed currently fulfill cross-channel
demands from all inventory locations. A small percentage have vendormanaged inventory for their non-store channels. Most e-tailers operating
in the marketplace model buy out merchandise from the brands.
The state of cross-channel integration is reflected in the management of
cross-channel inventory.
In an era where the customer expects on demand products & services, it is
important for a retailer to have a clear proposition with respect to store
fulfillment, store pick-up, home delivery and real-time tracking.

Cross channel order fulfillment - Fashion
% respondents
High Maturity
Inventory reserved and managed
by vendor
Fulfill demand from any channel
out of any DC

7%

21%

Channel specific supply networkInventory sharing
Channel specific supply network-No
inventory sharing
Low Maturity

50%

21%

DC:Distribution Centre

92 percent of all fashion retailers surveyed have an average non-store channel basket size between one and two.
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Fashion – Operations
There is currently very limited flexibility in terms of delivery options
available to retailers. Delivery across multichannel platforms is the true
test for all retailers. Cross-channel deliveries increase total sales and overall
organizational productivity.

Delivery options offered - Fashion
% respondents
High Maturity

Before creating a new delivery model, retailers should better understand
customers’ shopping habits across existing channels.

Buy on any Channel & Pick-In-Store in
any location
Buy on any Channel & Pick-In-Store in
specific locations

Buy on any Channel & Deliver to Home

Buy on limited Channels (say, only
Store or Online) & Deliver to Home

23%

0%

8%

69%

Low Maturity

Currently most retailers have a tie-up with mailing companies to deliver their products –
this process needs to be closely monitored.
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Fashion – Operations
Currently 69 percent of fashion retailers have a single view of inventory
across channels. This makes it one of the most matured of all the retail
segments. It is essential to have a single view of inventory to deliver the
best performance in a multichannel environment.

One view of inventory- Fashion
% respondents

Retailers also need to deal quickly with fluctuations in inventory in order
to keep up with the demands of the online channel.

No
16%

"Order fulfilment is the last mile experience which defines an online
destination’s success. Therefore the store may be involved at various
stages (delivery, return, alteration, etc.) to give the customer a
superior experience."
Shivanandan Pare,
Head of E-commerce, Madura
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Partial
15%
Yes
69%

Fashion – Operations
Only 23 percent of retailers surveyed have a single view of orders across
channels.
Survey findings indicated that the conversion rates at physical stores are
far higher than through non-store channels. In these channels the average
conversion rate is less than 20 percent for 90 percent of the respondents
surveyed.
Around 85 percent of fashion retailers have witnessed growth rates
greater than 15 percent in the last year following for their not-store
channels.

Single view of order- Fashion
% respondents

Yes
23%
No
39%

“A single marketing team makes for a seamless integration."
Jimmy Karumalil,
Manager, E-commerce, Metro Shoes

Partial
38%
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Fashion – Customer Experience
Survey findings indicated that current customer relationship management
(CRM) programs employed by retailers lack maturity. Only 21 percent of
retailers have unified programs across channels.
Global trends suggest that shoppers who had an unsatisfactory
experience shopping online were less likely to return to the online store.
This will also have an impact on the retailer’s physical stores.

"Premium customers seldom buy online and depend more on the
store experience, and therefore it is important to know your
customers well."
Naveen Pishe,
MD, PN Rao Suits

CRM program- Fashion
% respondents
High Maturity
Unified Customer Marketing &
Relationship Program
Overlapping programs
(common promotions)

Channel specific programs

Store based CRM program
Low Maturity
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21%

7%

29%

43%

Fashion – Customer Experience
Currently 36 percent of retailers arrange pick-up of returns from the
customer’s location. 92 percent of fashion retailers have upto 3 percent
returns at their stores. 60 percent have zero to three percent returns to
their non-store channels.

Returns Management- Fashion
% respondents
High Maturity

The difference is often attributed to incorrect product sizes and problems
with the cash-on-delivery option.

“It is a growing business that is evolving rapidly. It can help build
superior consumer engagement and loyalty with the brand."
S Ramprasad,
CEO, Clarks Future Footwear Ltd.

Arrange return pick-ups from
customer's address
Customer returns to nearest store or
Service point via post/courier

36%

14%

Customer can return to nearest service
Point via physical handover only
Customer can return to nearest store
Via physical handover only

23%

27%

Low Maturity

About 50 percent of fashion retailers have customer returns of less than five percent from their own webstore..
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Fashion – Marketing
Thirty-six percent of retailers have a unified marketing calendar. The
biggest role of the marketing function is to drive customers to its various
channels and to understand and determine their needs and inclinations to
shop across channels.

Marketing Calendar- Fashion
% respondents
High Maturity

E-tailers claim that television has been an effective medium for them to
gain consumer confidence and visitors.
Currently, fashion retailers lead the industry in terms of marketing spend
for non-store channels.

Unified marketing calendar
across all channels

36%

Overlapping plans

14%

Channel-wise plans
Single channel plan (specifically the
brick & mortar store)
Low Maturity

The average visitor ratio between store and non-store channels is 9:1.
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43%

7%

Fashion – Technology
Only 14 percent of retailers have completely integrated technologies
across their channel offerings.
Web logs and point of sale (POS) transaction logs are a potential treasure
trove of information, which can yield rich insights into customer shopping
habits.

IT System Landscape- Fashion
% respondents
High Maturity
Complete integration

"India is a land of opportunities and has huge potential especially in
the tier-2 and tier-3 markets. Technology can bridge this gap and
offer brands to consumers from all corners of the country.."
Brian Ammanna,
Corporate Communication, Myntra

14%

Marginal integration

Low integration

Independent

36%

21%

29%

Low Maturity

Customer analytics, payment systems, inventory management,
and purchase order management are priority areas of investment for FY 2014-15.
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Fashion – Technology
Twenty-one percent of retailers share the same view of customers across
channels and utilize data such as customer profile, order history,
preferences, and loyalty. This ensures that the customer gets the same
treatment across channels.
Only 14 percent of retailers surveyed have access to this kind of content in
real-time.

“Combining CRM programs would be more effective considering the
fact that loyal offline customers know the brand very well and would
not have trouble selecting the right size online – a barrier that the
online medium usually poses."
Jimmy Karumalil,
Manager – E-commerce, Metro Shoes

Cross channel customer data- Fashion
% respondents
High Maturity
Ability to update content, promos and
pricing across all channels in real time

Single view of customer across channels

14%

7%

Independent view of customer

No
Low Maturity

Fashion retailers lead the industry in terms of investment in technology in non-store channels.
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29%

50%

Fashion – Financial
Financial system integration- Fashion
% respondents

AOP Development- Fashion
% respondents

High Maturity
Single P&L for all channels

High Maturity
14%

Separate P&L for each individual
channel ( lowercase- intra-channel
and decision-making)
Stores + Non-store
(owner of multi-channel) P&L

Stores P&L only
Low Maturity

64%

14%

7%

Channel-optimized AOP

7%

Channel-mixed AOP
(common AOP for
any 2 or more channels)

7%

79%

Channel-wise AOP

Stores-only AOP

7%

Low Maturity

Only 14 percent of Fashion retailers currently have a common annual operating plan (AOP) across channels.
Fourteen percent have a unified P&L across channels – channel-wise P&L seems to suffice for the others at present.
Forty four percent of fashion retailers earn 15 percent more revenue from their non-store channels than they do from their in-store operations.
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Detailed Survey Findings (Process and KPI Benchmarks)
CDIT

CDIT – Overall Process Maturity
CDIT Retailers Process Maturity
Sales &Marketing
100%
80%
57%

Financial

75%

Operations

60%
60%

40%
20%
0%

88%
63%

Technology

Customer
Experience
90%

Organization
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CDIT – Leaders and Laggards
Our survey revealed that there is plenty of scope for sharing best practices
across all functions and processes. Financial Management, Technology,
Customer Experience, and Operations are areas where there are significant
laggards. These functions would benefit from sharing best practices.

CDIT Segment
Leaders

Laggards

At Par

Marketing

40%

20%

40%

Operations

60%

40%

0%

Customer Experience

40%

40%

20%

Organization

40%

20%

40%

Technology

40%

40%

20%

Financial Management

20%

60%

20%
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CDIT – Strategic Focus for FY 2014-15
Prime objective of multichannel strategy (FY2014-15)
(% of CDIT retailers for whom this item is a top priority)

23%
23%
23%
15%
8%
8%
Profitability
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Customer
Loyalty

Inventory
Optimization

Improve Customer
Experience

Revenue
Enhancement

Geographical
Expansion

CDIT – Strategic Focus for FY 2014-15
Pricing Strategy- CDIT
Complete brick & mortar
assortment with same pricing

Non-store channel focus- CDIT
E-Commerce Website

0%

Complete brick & mortar
assortment with markdown

(Online) Catalog

Uniform pricing across allchannels

0%

Social media

20%

15%

Online marketplace

Extended assortment in digital
channels with markdown
Web exclusives

25%

80%

25%

Kiosk/Tablet

5%
15%

Mobile App/Store
Contact centre direct

0%

Distributors/Franchisees

0%
0%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

15%

Virtual stores

0%

TV - Digital/Interactive

0%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

CDIT retailers want to focus on online marketplace - singular due to the reach that it provides. The assortment is larger, with markdowns.
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CDIT – Select KPIs
Contribution of revenue from
non-store channels

What is the conversion rate in non-store
channels on an annual basis?

What is the sales growth of the non-store
channels (e-commerce)?

Less than 1%

20%

<10%

100%

0% to 5%

20%

1% to 3%

0%

10% to 20%

0%

5% to 10%

0%

3% to 5%

20%

20% to 30%

0%

10% to 15%

0%

5% to 10%

60%

30% to 40%

0%

15% to 20%

40%

>10%

0%

>40%

0%

>20%

40%

What is your average transaction
value (ATV) in the channels that you
operate (in Rs.)?

What is the proportion of
repeat/loyalty customers for
non-store channels (e-commerce)?

Store

8900

<30%

100%

E-commerce Website

8860

30% to 40%

Marketplace

8167

40% to 50%

Mobile Channel

8000

What is the percentage of
customer returns for your
non-store channels(e-commerce)?
0% to 3%

100%

0%

3% to 5%

0%

0%

5% to 10%

0%

50% to 60%

0%

10% to 15%

0%

>60%

0%

>15%

0%

ATV is an industry average. Other responses are % respondents.
CDIT retailers have significantly higher (5 to 10 percent) contribution from
non-store channels compared to all other retail segments (1-3%).
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CDIT – Organization
Organization composition- CDIT
% respondents

Sponsor of multichannel in
the organization- CDIT
% respondents

High Maturity

High Maturity
Common marketing team

50%
80%

CEO of the business
Common buying &
merchandising team

50%

A dedicated marketing team
for each channel?

A dedicated buying & merchandising
team for each channel?
Low Maturity

20%

COO of the business
Merchandising head

0%

Marketing head

0%

IT head

0%

0%

0%

Low Maturity

All surveyed CDIT retailers with multichannel platforms said the initiative is led and owned by the CEO or COO.
This shows how strategically important such a platform is to the organization.
Only 50 percent of these CDIT retailers have common marketing and merchandising teams.
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CDIT – Organization
Do employees possess the same product and
customer information across all channels?- CDIT
% respondents

Cross Channel Incentives – CDIT
% respondents

High Maturity
Yes, the same information is available
in some but not all channels

40%

Plan to have coordinated information
across channels

40%

No, we have no plans to coordinate
information across channels

No
100%
20%

Low Maturity

Given the extent of showrooming in this segment, it is imperative that CDIT retailers encourage cross-channel collaboration through incentivization.
About 40 percent of these retailers have the same product and customer information across the channels they offer. Excluding the mobile channel, CDIT
retailers’ non-store ATV is 50 percent less than their stores’ ATV.
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CDIT – Operations
Sixty percent of the retailers surveyed have overlapping assortment plans.
However, they have not yet achieved complete integration.
CDIT retailers track their consumer purchase cycle across different
channels and adjust their assortment accordingly. This allows them to
align assortment planning to consumer needs across different channels.
CDIT players surveyed have a lesser number of SKUs as part of their nonstore channel assortment. This is likely to witness a change going forward
with most CDIT retailers embarking on a strategy of having an extended
assortment online with markdowns.

Assortment Planning- CDIT
% respondents
High Maturity
Integrated continuous assortment
planning

0%

Overlapping assortment plans

60%

Channel-wise assortment plan

Single channel assortment plan

40%

0%

Low Maturity

On an average CDIT retailers sell between one and two items per customer from their non-store channels.
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CDIT – Operations
CDIT retailers currently have limited flexibility when it comes to delivery
options. Some retailers have recently converted their physical stores into
experience zones and made them delivery points as well.
Making stores part of the supply chain eases the pressure of costs related
to delivering large consumer goods.
With pureplay e-tailers offering a multitude of delivery options to the
customer, CDIT players will have to understand the needs of their
customers and customize delivery options suited to their needs. The
physical store is an added advantage in this regard.

Delivery Options Offered – CDIT
% respondents
High Maturity
Buy-on-any channel and
pick-in-store in any location

20%

Buy-on-any channel and
pick-in-store in specific locations

20%

Buy-on-any channel and
deliver to home

20%

Buy-on-limited-channels
(say, only stores or online)
and deliver to home
Low Maturity

CDIT retailers surveyed offer similar numbers of SKUs across all their store and non-store channels.
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40%

CDIT – Operations
One view of inventory- CDIT
% respondents

Cross channel order fulfillment- CDIT
% respondents
High Maturity

No
20%

Yes
60%

Partial
20%

Inventory reserved and
managed by vendor

0%

Fulfill demand from any
channel out of any DC

40%

Channel specific supply networkInventory sharing

40%

Channel specific supply networkNo inventory sharing

20%

Low Maturity

The delivery infrastructure of CDIT retailers is the most mature. Forty percent fulfill cross-channel demand from any inventory location
and 60 percent have a single view of inventory across channels.

CDIT retailers cater to 7,000 area codes through their non-store channels. This is significantly higher than in other segments.
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CDIT – Operations
Forty percent of the CDIT retailers surveyed had a single view of the order
across channels. Given that this is the segment most impacted by
showrooming, it is imperative for CDIT retailers to ensure that all the
channels have a single view of the order so that the customer is satisfied in
the fastest possible time.

“In the online food delivery business, the customer experience with
regard to delivery times, payment and the human element is
extremely critical."

Single view of order- CDIT
% respondents

Yes
40%

No
40%

Kunal Dhaka,
Director, Food Panda

Partial
20%
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CDIT – Customer Experience
The CRM programs of CDIT retailers surveyed are of low maturity. Only 20
percent of them have unified programs across channels.
On the e market place loyalty is significantly lower. All CDIT retailers
surveyed have <30% loyalty. They can pick up best practices from Fashion
retailers who enjoy higher loyalty in the non-store channels as compared
to other segments.

“We have realized the scope and scale of the online space and believe
strongly in it. Cross-channel CRM programs are extremely important
to ensure the exceptional service that is provided in the stores for our
loyal customers."

CRM Program – CDIT
% respondents
High Maturity
Unified Customer marketing and
relationship program

20%

Overlapping programs
(common promotions)

20%

Channel-specific programs

20%

Subhash Chandra,
MD, Sangeetha Mobiles
Store-specific programs

40%

Low Maturity
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CDIT – Customer Experience
Fifty-seven percent of CDIT retailers arrange a return pick-up from the
customer’s location.
Delivery services and return policies today seem to be a prerequisite,
rather than a differentiator, for multichannel retailers.
Multichannel offerings with different delivery times and channel-specific
product ranges may confuse customers and erode customer loyalty.
So far we have seen only pureplay e-tailers having effective reverse
logistics on the basis of which they are able to offer lucrative buy-backs to
the customer.

Returns Management - CDIT
% respondents
High Maturity
Arrange Return Pick-up from
Customer's Address

57%

Customer returns to nearest store or
Service Point via Post/Courier
Customer can return to nearest Service
Point via Physical Handover Only

Customer can return to nearest store
via physical Handover only

29%

0%

14%

Low Maturity

All CDIT retailers surveyed have conversion rates of less than 10 percent in their non-store channels.
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CDIT – Marketing
None of the CDIT respondents had a unified marketing calendar. A unified
marketing campaign to engage customers across channels is important in
a segment in which customers move seamlessly from one channel to
another.

Marketing Calendar - CDIT
% respondents
High Maturity

“Social media is a powerful tool and both brands and retailers need to
take this into account to deliver the best experience every time."
Deepa Thomas,
Head, Corporate Communication, eBay India

Unified marketing calendar
across all channels

0%

40%

Over-lapping plans

60%

Channel-wise plans

Single channel plan (specifically the
brick & mortar store)

0%

Low Maturity

Eighty percent of CDIT retailers spend less than five percent of their marketing budget on non-store channels.
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CDIT – Technology
Sixty percent of retailers have only a marginal level of integration. This
leaves CDIT retailers with no other option but to have an online
marketplace in order to offer their customers a superior shopping
experience. Sixty percent of CDIT retailers surveyed spend less than 10
percent of their IT budget on non-store channels.
CDIT players have plans to invest in POS and payment systems
in FY 2014-15.
Given purchase of high value items at stores, payments options through
mobile POS or NFC could be introduced in the brick and mortar
ecosystem.

IT System Landscape - CDIT
% respondents
High Maturity
Complete integration

0%

60%

Marginal integration

40%

Low integration

Independent

0%

Low Maturity

Payment systems (POS and e-commerce), purchase order management,
and a single view of inventory are priority areas of investment for FY 2014-15.
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CDIT – Technology
Forty percent of the CDIT retailers share the same view of customers
across channels and utilize the data effectively.
Consolidating the wealth of information they have about their customers
across channels is still a distinctive challenge for retailers.
Customers at CDIT physical stores tend to be more loyal than on non-store
channels. This indicates a need to analyse those customers who are
present on both the channels.
Customer marketing is the area of lowest focus for technology investment
by CDIT retailers in FY 2014-15

Cross channel customer data - CDIT
% respondents
High Maturity
Ability to update content, promos and
pricing across all channels in real time

0%

Single view of customer across channels

40%

Independent view of customer

40%

No

20%

Low Maturity
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CDIT – Financial
Financial system integration - CDIT
% respondents

AOP Development - CDIT
% respondents

High Maturity

High Maturity

Single P&L for all channels

40%

Separate P&L for each individual channel
(Intra-channel and decision-making)

60%

Stores + Non-store
(owner of multi- channel) P&L

0%

Stores P&L only

0%

Low Maturity

Buy on any Channel & Pick-up-store
in any location

0%

Buy on any Channel & Pick-up-store
in specific locations

20%

80%

Buy on any Channel & Deliver to Home

Buy on limited Channels (say, only
Store or Online) & Deliver to Home

0%

Low Maturity

Only 20 percent of the CDIT retailers surveyed currently have a common annual operating plan in place for all their channel offerings.
Forty percent have a unified P&L across channels. The rest measure their P&L according to individual channels.
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Detailed Survey Findings (Process and KPI Benchmarks)
Department Stores

Department Stores – Overall Maturity
Department Store Retailers Process Maturity
Marketing
100%
80%
57%

Operations

60%

Financial
63%

60%

40%
20%
0%

63%
50%

Technology

Customer
Experience
90%

Organization
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Department Stores – Leaders and Laggards
Department stores show low maturity across processes. They have a
compelling physical store proposition and therefore are laggards in the
multichannel space when compared to the rest of the industry.
There is plenty of scope for sharing best practices across all functions and
processes. Marketing, Operations, and Technology divisions in particular
need to improve their focus on multichannel retail.

Department Stores Segment
Leaders

Laggards

At Par

Marketing

25%

50%

25%

Operations

50%

50%

0%

Customer Experience

0%

25%

75%

Organization

75%

25%

0%

Technology

25%

50%

25%

Financial Management

0%

0%

100%
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Department Stores – Strategic Focus for FY 2014-15
Prime objective of multi-channel strategy (FY2014-15)
(% of Dept. Stores for whom this item is a top priority)

27%
27%
18%
10%
9%
9%
Profitability

71

Inventory
Optimization

Revenue
Enhancement

Improve Customer
Experience

Customer
Loyalty

Geographical
Expansion

Department Stores – Strategic Focus for FY 2014-15
Pricing Strategy - Dept. Store
% respondents
Complete brick & mortar
assortment with same pricing

0%

Complete brick & mortar
assortment with markdown

0%

0%

(Online) Catalog
Social media

13%

Online market place

13%
13%

Kiosk/Tablet

25%

0%

Mobile App/Store

0%

Contact centre direct

0%
13%

Distributors/Franchisees

Uniform pricing across all
channels

75%

0%

50%

E-Commerce Website

Extended assortment in digital
channels with markdown
Web exclusives

Non-store channel focus - Dept. Store
% respondents

20%

40%

60%

80%

Virtual stores

0%

TV - Digital/Interactive

0%
0%

20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 120%

Department stores want to focus on their own online stores.
They show a preference for uniform pricing across channels.
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Department Stores – Select KPIs
Contribution of revenue from
non-store channels

What is the conversion rate in non-store
channels on an annual basis?

What is the sales growth of the non-store
channels (e-commerce)?

Less than 1%

100%

<10%

100%

0% to 5%

0%

1% to 3%

0%

10% to 20%

0%

5% to 10%

33%

3% to 5%

0%

20% to 30%

0%

10% to 15%

0%

5% to 10%

0%

30% to 40%

0%

15% to 20%

33%

>10%

0%

>40%

0%

>20%

33%

What is your average transaction
value (ATV) in the channels that you
operate (in Rs.)?

What is the proportion of
repeat/loyalty customers for
non-store channels (e-commerce)?

Store

2500

<30%

67%

E-Commerce Website

1750

30% to 40%

Marketplace

800

40% to 50%

Mobile Channel

0

What is the percentage of
customer returns for your
non-store channels(e-commerce)?
0% to 3%

67%

33%

3% to 5%

33%

0%

5% to 10%

0%

50% to 60%

0%

10% to 15%

0%

>60%

0%

>15%

0%

ATV is an industry average. Other responses are % respondents.

Non-store channels contributed less than one percent of total revenue for the department stores surveyed.
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Department Stores – Organization
Organization composition - Dept. Stores
% respondents

Sponsor of multichannel in the organization - Dept. Stores
% respondents

High Maturity

High Maturity

Common marketing team

CEO of the business

43%

0%
25%

COO of the business
Common buying &
merchandising team
A dedicated marketing team
for each channel?
A dedicated buying & merchandising
team for each channel?
Low Maturity

57%
Merchandising head

0%

Marketing head

0%

0%

0%

IT head

75%

Low Maturity

Seventy-five percent have the CIO as the sponsor for multichannel initiatives. This contrasts with other segments where the CEO or COO is the sponsor
of such an initiative. Around 50 percent have common marketing and merchandising teams.
It is recommended that retailers get stores on board and align them with the organizational multichannel strategy.
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Department Stores – Organization
Cross Channel Incentives- Dept. Stores
% respondents

Do employees possess the same product and
customer information across all channels? - Dept. Stores
% respondents
High Maturity
Yes, the same information is available
in some but not all channels

Yes
50%

No
50%

75%

Plan to have coordinated information
across channels

No, we have no plans to coordinate
information across channels

25%

0%

Low Maturity

Fifty percent of the department stores surveyed have policies to encourage cross-channel collaboration through incentivization.
Seventy-five percent have access to the same product and customer information across channels.
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Department Stores – Operations
Fifty percent of department stores have adopted integrated assortment
planning across channels.
Department stores tend to offer about 50 percent of their store
assortment online. Department stores also display high levels of maturity
when it comes to assortment planning – nearly 50 percent have an
integrated planning process in place.
The ATV of non-store channels is the same as store while the non-store
basket size is higher. This is probably due to more number of accessories
being sold online. Department stores will need to look at ways to increase
sale of their main categories in the non-store space.

Assortment Planning - Dept. Stores
% respondents
High Maturity
Integrated continuous
assortment planning

Overlapping assortment plans

50%

0%

Channel-wise assortment plan

25%

Single channel assortment plan

25%

Low Maturity
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Department Stores – Operations
Inventory is largely channel-specific. Retailers in this segment are yet to
move to a system where they can fulfill demands for any channel through
any warehouse.
For department stores, the average basket size is about three items for 67
percent of the respondents – this is the highest among all retailers.

Cross channel order fulfillment - Dept. Stores
% respondents
High Maturity
Inventory reserved and
managed by vendor

0%

Fulfill demand from any
channel out of any DC

0%

Channel specific supply networkInventory sharing

Channel specific supply networkNo inventory sharing
Low Maturity
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75%

25%

Department Stores – Operations
Department stores have limited flexibility when it comes to delivery
options. One of the major reasons for shoppers abandoning online
shopping carts is the lack of flexible delivery options offered.
Respondents indicated that customers in India look for uniform pricing
across channels but do not mind being charged for home delivery.

Delivery options offered - Dept. Stores
% respondents
High Maturity
Buy on any Channel & Pick-In-Store
in any location

25%

“If retail in India is “Picture Abhi Baki Hai”,
Buy on any Channel & Pick-In-Store
in specific locations

e-commerce in India is “Trailer Abhi Chalu Hai."
Govind Shrikhande,
MD, Shoppers Stop

Buy on any Channel & Deliver to Home

Buy on limited Channels (say, only
Store or Online) & Deliver to Home

0%

25%

50%

Low Maturity
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Department Stores – Operations
Single view of order- Dept. Stores
% respondents

One view of inventory- Dept. Stores
% respondents

Yes
25%

No
25%

No
75%

Yes
75%

Seventy-five percent of department store retailers have a single view of inventory across channels while only
25 percent had a single view of the order across channels.
Department store retailers display the highest level of operational maturity of all the segments surveyed.
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Department Stores – Customer Experience
Most Department Store retailers only have store-based CRM programs.
Most of these programs are not very mature. They have a huge base of
loyal customers but this has not translated to a loyal online customer-base.
We believe this can be remedied by making customer retention and
loyalty the most important objectives for FY 2014-15.
The rich information available with them from the POS data and in-store
loyalty program can be combined with insights from social media
channels to get a 360⁰ understanding of their customer.

CRM Program - Dept. Stores
% respondents
High Maturity
Unified Customer Marketing &
Relationship Program

0%

Overlapping programs
(common promotions)

0%

Channel specific programs

25%

Store based CRM program

75%

Low Maturity

Thirty-three percent of respondents demonstrate high store conversion rate of >60 percent within their base of loyal customers.
For the same respondents online store conversion remains low at less than 30 percent.
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Department Stores – Customer Experience
Department Stores still have some way to go in terms of offering multiple
return options to their customer. Consumers’ attitudes towards returns
transcend product categories, and they expect a uniform policy across
channels.
We feel it is extremely important to provide a good return experience as
this makes for a more loyal online customer. Some leading pure-play
online retailers have automated refund processes, which help to build
brand loyalty.

Returns Management - Dept. Stores
% respondents
High Maturity
Arrange Return Pick-up from
Customer's Address

20%

Customer returns to nearest store or
Service Point via Post/Courier
Customer can return to nearest Service
Point via Physical Handover Only

60%

0%

Customer can return to nearest store
via physical Handover Only
Low Maturity

Non-store channels see around five percent returns – higher than the three percent in physical stores.
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20%

Department Stores – Marketing
None of the Department Store respondents had a unified marketing calendar.
Service and customer experience is what differentiates Department Store
retailers. This differentiation also needs to translate to the online channel.
There is a big divide among retailers when it comes to providing unified
marketing and promotional campaigns.
E-tailers look at department stores as a bigger challenge than individual
fashion brands, primarily due to two reasons - their strong customer
loyalty base and their ability to invest in technology.

Marketing Calendar - Dept. Stores
% respondents
High Maturity
Unified marketing calendar
across all channels

0%

Overlapping plans

50%

Channel-wise plans

50%

Single channel plan
(specifically the brick & mortar store)

0%

Low Maturity

20 percent of respondents have chosen customer marketing and analytics as key investment areas for FY 2014-15.
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Department Stores – Technology
Cross-Channel Customer Data – Department Stores
% respondents

IT System Landscape – Department Stores
% respondents

High Maturity

High Maturity

Ability to update content, promotions
and pricing across all channels in real time

0%

Complete integration

Single view of customer across channels

0%

Marginal integration

Independent view of customer

No
Low Maturity

75%

25%

25%

0%

Low integration

Independant

50%

25%

Low Maturity

Only 25 percent have achieved complete integration of systems across channels. Most retailers have low or no integration at all. This segment also lacks
any emphasis on single view of customer across channels – every channel has its own view.
Investing in sales systems (POS, e-commerce, payments)
is the highest priority in terms of technological investments for Department Store retailers in FY 2014-15.
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Department Stores – Financial
Financial system integration - Dept. Stores
% respondents

AOP Development - Dept. Stores
% respondents
High Maturity

High Maturity
Single P&L for all channels

25%

Separate P&L for each individual channel
(Intra-channel and decision-making)
Stores + Non-store
(owner of multichannel) P&L

75%

Channel-optimized AOP

0%

Channel-mixed AOP (common AOP for
any 2 or more channels)

0%

Channel-wise AOP

Stores only AOP

Stores P&L only

75%

0%

0%

25%

Low Maturity

Low Maturity

Department Stores currently lack a unified annual operating plan and only 25 percent have a unified P&L across
channels. A channel-wise P&L seem to meet requirements at present.
It is important to maintain channel focus when planning. The channel roles – both store and non-store – change in
different stages of the retailer’s growth. A focused approach is required to manage and drive these changes.
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Detailed Survey Findings (Process and KPI Benchmarks)
Other Retailers

Other Retailers – Overall Process Maturity
All Other Retailers Process Maturity
Marketing
100%
80%
57%

Operations

60%

Financial
50%

40%

53%

20%
0%
63%
50%

Technology

Customer
Experience
60%

Organization
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Other Retailers – Leaders and Laggards
There is a lot of scope for sharing the improvements in processes in
Technology, Marketing, and Financial Management across all channels.
These retailers’ systems show a lack of maturity overall.

Other Retailers Segment
Leaders

Laggards

At Par

Marketing

50%

50%

0%

Operations

17%

17%

67%

Customer Experience

50%

33%

17%

Organization

33%

50%

17%

Technology

33%

50%

17%

Financial Management

50%

33%

17%
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Other Retailers – Strategic Focus for FY 2014-15
Prime objective of multichannel strategy FY2014-15
(% of Other Retailers for whom this item is a top priority)

25%
25%
25%
13%
13%
0%
Customer
Loyalty
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Inventory
Optimization

Revenue
Enhancement

Profitability

Improve Customer
Experience

Geographical
Expansion

Other Retailers – Strategic Focus for FY 2014-15
Pricing Strategy - Others
% respondents
Complete brick & mortar
assortment with same pricing
Complete brick & mortar
assortment with markdown

40%
0%

Extended assortment in digital
channels with markdown
Web exclusives

Non-store channel focus - Others
% respondents

40%

Social media

8%

Online market place

8%
31%

Kiosk/Tablet

8%

Mobile App/Store

0%
8%

Distributors/Franchisees
20%

0%

0%

(Online) Catalog

Contact centre direct

0%

Uniform pricing across all
channels

38%

E-Commerce Website

10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Virtual stores

0%

TV - Digital/Interactive

0%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Retailers in this segment have a large number of SKUs and exhibit substantial interest in introducing mobility through kiosks and tablets.
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Other Retailers – Select KPIs
Contribution of revenue from
non-store channels

What is the conversion rate in non-store
channels on an annual basis?

What is the sales growth of the non-store
channels (e-commerce)?

Less than 1%

50%

<10%

67%

0% to 5%

0%

1% to 3%

17%

10% to 20%

17%

5% to 10%

0%

3% to 5%

0%

20% to 30%

0%

10% to 15%

0%

5% to 10%

17%

30% to 40%

0%

15% to 20%

40%

>10%

17%

>40%

17%

>20%

60%

What is the proportion of
repeat/loyalty customers for
non-store channels (e-commerce)?
<30%

60%

What is the percentage of
customer returns for your
non-store channels (e-commerce)?
0% to 3%

80%

30% to 40%

0%

3% to 5%

0%

40% to 50%

40%

5% to 10%

20%

50% to 60%

0%

10% to 15%

0%

>60%

0%

>15%

0%

Responses are % respondents.

All respondents surveyed have witnessed a sales growth of more than 20 percent in their non-store channels.
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Other Retailers – Organization
Organization composition - Others
% respondents

Sponsor of multichannel in the organization -Others
% respondents

High Maturity

High Maturity
50%

CEO of the business

25%

Common marketing team

17%

COO of the business
Common buying &
merchandising team

63%
Merchandising head

A dedicated marketing team
for each channel?
A dedicated buying & merchandising
team for each channel?
Low Maturity

0%

13%

0%

Marketing head

17%

IT head

17%

Low Maturity

Seventy percent of multichannel initiatives at these Other Retailers are led by the CEO or COO.
Only 63 percent of these retailers have common buying and merchandising teams.
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Other Retailers – Organization
Do employees possess the same product and customer
information across all channels? - Others
% respondents

Cross Channel Incentives- Others
% respondents

High Maturity
Yes, the same information is available
in some but not all channels

Plan to have coordinated
information across channels

No, we have no plans to coordinate
information across channels

50%

Yes
17%

17%

33%

No
83%

Low Maturity

Only 17 percent of retailers in this segment incentivize cross-channel collaboration. Fifty percent have the same product and customer information across
channels. Most retailers selling books, music, and gifts also have uniform inventory across channels in an effort to standardize product assortment.
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Other Retailers – Operations
Most retailers in this segment have channel-wise assortment plans. The
e-commerce business in this segment revolves primarily around customer
convenience.

“There are opportunities in the multichannel F&G space but there are
no clear B2C models emerging. We only see niche players whose
business models lack scalability."
Mohit Kampani,
CEO – Spencer’s Retai

Assortment Planning - Others
% respondents
High Maturity
Integrated continuous
assortment planning

0%

20%

Overlapping assortment plans

Channel-wise assortment plan

Single channel assortment plan

80%

0%

Low Maturity
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Other Retailers – Operations
Delivery options offered - Others
% respondents

Cross channel order fulfillment - Others
% respondents

High Maturity

High Maturity

Buy on any Channel &
Pick-In-Store in any location

0%

Inventory reserved and
managed by vendor

Buy on any Channel &
Pick-In-Store in specific locations

0%

Fulfill demand from any
channel out of any DC

Buy on any Channel &
Deliver to Home
Buy on limited Channels (say, only
Store or Online) & Deliver to Home
Low Maturity

33%

0%

17%

Channel specific supply networkInventory sharing

67%

Channel specific supply networkNo inventory sharing

50%

33%

Low Maturity

Only 17 percent of the retailers in this segment fulfill cross-channel demands from any inventory location. The retailers in this segment see a store to nonstore visitor ratio of 9:1. They also have higher conversion rates for their stores.
Most retailers have distinct supply networks for different channels, but delivery options are not very flexible.
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Other Retailers – Operations
Single View of Order – Others
% respondents

Single View of Inventory – Others
% respondents

Partial
17%
Yes
40%

No
40%

Partial
20%

Yes
83%

Eighty-three percent of Other Retailers have a single view of inventory across channels. This is a credit to retailers
that have a large number of SKUs as part of their offering.
Forty percent of these retailers have a single view of orders across channels. The average transaction value for nonstore channels in this segment is twice that of in-store transactions.
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Other Retailers – Customer Experience
These retailers lack mature CRM programs – only 17 percent have unified
programs to manage customer expectations.
We feel this can be fixed by having a single view of the customer through
analytics. This is the most important objective of this segment for FY 2014-15.
“Retailers need to understand their USP and clearly define their
competitive advantage. What are they famous for? If they compete
only on price, they will not be profitable. A better and unique
proposition and quality will get the customer."

CRM program - Others
% respondents
High Maturity
Unified Customer Marketing &
Relationship Program

17%

Over-lapping programs
(common promotions)

33%

Mohit Kampani,
CEO – Spencer’s Retail
Channel specific programs

“The brick-and-mortar retailers therefore have a clear advantage to
open an online channel and to offer the customer a click-and-brick
experience. Customers would buy the product online, check it out at
the nearest outlet and either pick it up or get it delivered."
Senior VP of a leading hypermarket retailer
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Store based CRM program
Low Maturity

17%

33%

Other Retailers – Customer Experience
Sixty-seven percent of these retailers arrange pick-up of returns from the
customer’s location.
On average, customers buy between one and two products from these
retailers. This holds for 60 percent of the retailers in this segment.
This segment has seen the highest proportion of customer loyalty across
all non-store channels – this is the highest among all surveyed retailers (for
40 percent, one out of every two customers is a repeat customer).
“For us, it is about delivering a unique assortment and deliver the
best in-store experience service."
Mohit Kampani,
CEO – Spencer’s Retail

“Multichannel retail is the way forward to provide end to end
solutions to the customers."

Returns Management - Others
% respondents
High Maturity
Arrange Return Pick-up from
Customer's Address

67%

Customer returns to nearest store or
Service Point via Post/Courier

0%

Customer can return to nearest Service
Point via Physical Handover Only

0%

Customer can return to nearest store
via physical Handover Only

33%

Low Maturity

Atul Ahuja,
VP, Retail, Apollo Pharmacy

80 percent of the retailers surveyed have between 1-3 percent returns from all non-store channels.
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Other Retailers – Technology
Cross channel customer data - Others
% respondents

IT System Landscape - Others
% respondents

High Maturity

High Maturity

Ability to update content, promos and
pricing across all channels in real time

Single view of customer across channels

Independent view of customer

No
Low Maturity

Complete integration

17%

0%

Marginal integration

0%

33%

Low integration

50%

33%

17%

Independent
Low Maturity

Around 70 percent of retailers have little to no technology integration across channel offerings, while only 17 percent
have a single view of customers across channels and utilize this data effectively. Fifty percent of retailers in this
segment spend less than 5 percent of their IT budget on non-store initiatives.
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50%

Other Retailers – Financial
Financial system integration - Others
% respondents

AOP Development - Others
% respondents

High Maturity
Single P&L for all channels

High Maturity
0%

Separate P&L for each individual channel
(Intra-channel and decision-making)
Stores + Non-store
(owner of multi-channel) P&L

Stores P&L only
Low Maturity

67%

0%

33%

Channel-optimized AOP

0%

Channel-mixed AOP (common AOP for
any 2 or more channels)

0%

Channel-wise AOP

50%

Stores only AOP

50%

Low Maturity

These retailers currently have no common annual operating development plan. About 70 percent have channel-specific P&L parameters.
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E-tailer Speak - Viewpoint


The focus for e-commerce must be on the overall customer experience.
This experience is directly dependent on the logistics function, which
remains the most challenging area.



Compared with other cities, more consumers in tier-2 cities are using
their smartphones for shopping. This early adoption has taken place
mainly in the electronics and fashion segments.



For brick-and-mortar retailers, it is advisable to start by using their
marketplace platform to learn more about the online channel before
starting on their own.



International brands are stronger and a have a better connect with their
customers. They can use this to generate the critical mass required for
multichannel success. This isn't yet the case in India.



Today, even fine-dining restaurants look for new avenues of business
during non-peak hours – this helps justify the high overhead and will
help the end delivery experience which is the key to repeat purchases.



E-commerce branding on mass media (such as television and radio)
makes a significant difference to the web traffic by building consumer
confidence.



Customer experience with respect to ease of payments and delivery is
essential to success. Factors like product and promotional information
and website content are equally important.

“The online marketplace has led to democratization of brands. Brands
therefore cannot be arrogant in the digital space – a Lajpat Nagar
apparel store can potentially compete as effectively as a national
brand here. Customers too tend to be more vocal about their online
experience. We need to evolve to respond quickly."
Shivanandan Pare,
Head of E-commerce, Madura

These insights are based on discussions with pure play E-tailers like Myntra,
Star CJ, eBay and Food Panda
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Appendix

Participating Brands

The logos are property of their respective corporations
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Respondent Profile
Retail Segment
Respondent Profile – Retail Segment

Fashion

22%
Department Stores

46%
CDIT

19%
13%

Others

Participation from 44 retail brands across four major segments
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Respondent Profile
Turnover
Respondent Profile – Turnover (in $ million)

0-75

13%

75-150

10%
45%
16%

300-600

16%
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150-300

>600

Testimonials
“Retail thrives on data, which unfortunately is woefully in short
supply in India. This effort to collate data on e-commerce strategy of
various players could be a good start to mapping this industry which
is at the cusp of beginning."
Govind Shrikhande,
MD, Shoppers Stop

“It is important to carry out such surveys and grow new business
streams through sharing of information."
Pradeep Katyal,
MD, Utsav Fashions

“The RAI-TCS Robes 2014 Survey helps us set the baseline and work
towards building customer engagement. The survey is comprehensive
and really addresses the questions the marketers have. It provides a
consistent view of benchmarks and would help brands like us track
the improvements over the next few years."
S Ramprasad,
CEO, Clarks Future Footwear Ltd.

“I loved the questionnaire design especially the way process maturity
methodology is structured."
Rahul Grover,
COO, Kimaya Fashions Pvt. Ltd.

“Good initiatives will get more insights into the industry trends."
Satish Babu,
MD, Univercell
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